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The Genesis of the Modern Corporation

Abstract

The objective of the paper is to explain the development and characteristics of

corporations, in particular, the scale and scope of the firm's activities. Using

theoretical analysis, analytical models, and historical and modern examples the paper

aims to synthesise the characteristics of scale and scope economies with processes of

accountability to external stakeholders. It begins by examining the nature of the

conventional financial balance sheet and then goes on to examine an alternative

balance sheet view of the firm. It then seeks to offer an explanation of changes in the

scope of firms' activities, presenting a knowledge-based view of entrepreneurship.

Finally it offers an explanation of the characteristics of business networks.
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The Genesis of the Modern Corporation

Introduction

The objective of this evening’s lecture is to explain the development and

characteristics of corporations. In particular, it aims to explain the scale and scope of

the firm's activities. Management gurus have exercised considerable energy in

developing suitable prescriptions. Buzz words, such as 'downsize', 'downscope' and

'rightsize', have recently entered the managerial lexicon. Whereas management

theorists almost always uncritically presume the need for change ('change something

today' is the bold slogan of one leading publication),1 few give consideration to

serious historical analysis. But if an organisation really does need to be 'rightsized', an

extremely interesting question is surely how it came to be 'wrongsized' in the first

place.

If we consider the large, modern corporation, it appears to be founded on a

contradiction. Transparent capital markets should promote specialisation by firms and

diversification by shareholders. Modern capital markets are underpinned by

technologically assisted and rapid information transfer, have global reach, and are

characterised by low transaction cost. In Britain and in the USA, conglomerates tend

to trade at a discount on the share markets. However, notwithstanding some recent

evidence of refocusing, the large, diversified corporation remains the norm.

According to some, they rule the world.2 There are two possible explanations for this

apparent contradiction. One, diversification by firms is more efficient than their

specialisation. Two, accountability structures are inadequate. Or in other words

managers are being allowed systematically to destroy shareholder value. Both
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possibilities will be examined in more detail using theoretical analysis, analytical

models, and, as far as time permits historical and modern examples. In the process the

analysis will also offer, (i) an alternative balance sheet view of the firm, (ii) an

explanation of changes in the scope of firms' activities, (iii) a knowledge-based view

of entrepreneurship and, (iv) an explanation of the characteristics of business

networks.

The Financial Balance Sheet and its Limitations

There are two groups of people in the audience tonight. The first group, mainly the

accountants among you, when faced with a simple financial balance sheet will

understand it perfectly, but will find it relatively dull. The second group, the non-

accountants, will not understand it much or at all, and will find it relatively dull. Let's

have a quick look at what a conventional balance sheet tells us:

Fixed assets + working capital = debt + equity

In simple terms this tells us about what assets the company has and in what

proportions. On the right hand side it tells us about who owns those assets, split

between two groups of claim holders. Note that the 'what' and the 'who' categories

correspond to the scale of activity on the one side and accountability to stakeholders

on the other. Figure 1 shows how the balance sheet categories may be used to contrast

the predominant financing method in different industries or different economies. Here

the German and Japanese tradition of debt, or bank financing is contrasted with the

Anglo-American tradition of equity, or stock market financing. The matrix can also be

used to contrast the predominance of circulating capital in economies dominated by
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merchants with the investment in fixed capital required to sustain manufacturing.

These contrasts are pertinent when for example examining transitions to

industrialisation for specific economies.

Figure 1: Some Generic Balance Sheets

Nonetheless the limitations of standard balance sheets are obvious and well-

known. Whilst it may be useful to look at the fixed and working capital split, I would

like to argue that it is better to consider the nature of the firm's resources and whether

it relies on internal or external economies of scale to secure competitive advantage.

These correspond to fixed and circulating capital, but not very well, as will be

explained soon. Other interesting assets, particularly intangibles, the value of a skilled

workforce, the reputation of the business, its linkages with customers and suppliers,

are all commonly ignored by the introverted world of double entry bookkeeping. The

balance sheet also tells us about equity and debt, but nothing about what is potentially

a more interesting contested terrain - namely the conflict between those working

within the organisation, including its managers and the external financial

stakeholders. An alternative balance sheet is called for, lest we dispense with it

altogether - a step that non-accountants would surely approve of.

Source of funding
Debt Equity

Fixed capital Manufacturing
Germany, Japan

Manufacturing
Britain, US

Type of capital

Circulating capital Merchant
Germany, Japan

Merchant
Britain, US
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Alternative balance sheet

I believe in the seeing a long way by 'standing on the shoulders of giants' view of

research. My presentation this evening is heavily dependent on the previous work of

other scholars both inside and outside this room. It would in fact have been nice to

quote Aristotle, but I couldn't find anything relevant. So instead I had to settle for

Aristotle Onassis. He said, and I quote, that 'the secret of business is to know

something that nobody else knows'. Knowing something that nobody else knows

sounds like a definition of a secret, full-stop. But let's keep the business situation in

mind anyway. There are two sources of business secret or types of valuable

knowledge accessible by entrepreneurs. These are organisation-specific sources that

might create idiosyncratic or 'tacit' knowledge (ISK).3  Such knowledge might be

developed through organisational learning at the general level.4 Specific examples

might include or spotting more than one use for non-fungible assets.5 An alternative

source of knowledge comes from outside the organisation. By this we mean external

pools of knowledge, 6 which usually have a public good element such as local pools of

experience and skilled labour (public good knowledge, PGK).7 If the knowledge is

valuable, there are two ways in which the value can be appropriated: as private rent

(perquisites, PQ) or as external financial stakeholder return (profit, Π) plus

monitoring cost (MC). Two types of knowledge and two types of appropriation

provide us with an alternative 'knowledge' balance sheet'. This might be represented

as:

PGK + ISK = PQ + MC + ΠΠ (1)

Or:
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PGK + ISK -  PQ - MC = ΠΠ (2)

There are many possible examples that might be used to illustrate these relationships.

The written version of the lecture contains several. I’ll just mention two for now,

intended to illustrate contrasting cases. The Lancashire cotton industry in the

nineteenth century has been often cited as an example of an industrial district, where

external economies of scale underpinned success.8 In Oldham in the period c.1870-

1885, shareholders possessed virtually all potentially valuable knowledge.9 They were

usually cotton workers themselves, and vociferous participants at company meetings,

as Farnie put it ‘displaying as much ruthlessness [to directors producing unacceptable

balance sheets] as the leaders of the French revolution towards their unsuccessful

generals’.10 Input and output material prices were published regularly by organised

futures markets. Wage piece-rates were negotiated via lists and strongly adhered to by

unions and employers' organisations.11 Directors knew little that wasn't known already

and were paid accordingly. Directors' salaries were only £2 per quarter for some

companies. Elsewhere the typical fee was £50 and more.12 In terms of the model,

most knowledge was PGK, and entrepreneurial opportunity arose from activities

outside the company, rather than for example in organising more efficient production

or diversification. Shareholders rather than managers appropriated surpluses.

It is interesting to contrast these well-informed shareholders with the situation

in the United States. Here business organisation centralised rapidly in response to the

scale economies afforded by the large domestic market. In the steel industry and

elsewhere, huge investment in fixed capital drove down unit costs, effectively

excluding overseas imports. To guarantee supplies for large-scale production,
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backward integration was a rational response. Another major investment was in the

extensive sales force. Horizontal mergers centralised and rationalised managerial

hierarchies. The latter were carried out with the assistance of banking and financial

institutions, perhaps best exemplified by the alliance of Andrew Carnegie and J.P.

Morgan in the formation of the United States Steel Corporation.13 Managerial and

cost accounting evolved from the principles of scientific management as the scale of

business activity expanded.14  Accountants were also employed by promoters of

business combinations to add authenticity to prospectuses and initial balance sheets of

new combinations. Critics of the system included Arthur Anderson, who although

sympathetic to the rise of the corporation, was concerned about the potential for fraud.

Lack of an organised accounting profession and regulatory framework15 left outside

investors with little idea of what was happening inside these new giant corporations.

As one early twentieth century commentator suggested, the quoted share price was the

best guide to profitability.16 This system was not seriously considered for reform until

after the Wall Street crash of 1929.

Abstracting back to the model lets consider some general contrasts. In the

limiting case where all knowledge is ISK, production efficiency is achieved through

internalisation of economies of scale and scope. From a financial market perspective

all risk is firm specific, Although there are theoretical gains to investor diversification

where risk is specific, the opportunities for diversification may be undermined by

monopolistic control of product markets.17 Abnormal profits are generated and

significant rents are available for appropriation between managerial and ownership

groups, split according to the effectiveness of monitoring arrangements. Conversely,

if all knowledge is PGK, allocative efficiency is achieved through specialisation.

From a financial market perspective all risk is systematic and again, although for a
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different reason, there are no gains to investor diversification under such

circumstances. Profits are normal and accrue to solely to owners. Using this model to

return to our main question, diversification by the firm occurs rationally where

managerial internal scope economies (ISK minus allocative inefficiencies) are greater

than market transaction cost (investors' cost of monitoring minus the opportunity

benefit of diversification). Generalising further, the resource base is set by the nature

of scale and scope economies and this in turn determines entry and exit barriers. From

the well-known structure-conduct-performance paradigm, the level of profit is

determined by these conditions. However, the notion of accountability integrates this

paradigm with a governance perspective, as illustrated in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Structure, Conduct and Accountability

Governance
and
accountability

Exit barriersEntry Barriers Strategy and
structure

Financial
Performance
and valuation

Link 1a

Link 3a Link 3b Link 3c

Link 1c

Link 2a Link 2c

Link 1b
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There is a further logical link between financial performance and the resource-

based view of the firm. At the simplest level, profitability generates cash where other

things being equal the resource base of the firm will increase. At a more abstract level,

strategic entry and exit decisions can be related to level of profit and the valuation of

assets.18 In addition to underlying earnings, profitability also depends on the opening

and closing valuations placed on the firm’s assets. Because this analysis deals with

entry and exit decisions it can be extended logically to include decisions to diversify or

to refocus. Such decisions depend crucially on comparisons between economic value in

use and replacement cost and realisable value and hence asset specificity and utilisation.

In certain conditions of asset specificity, managers have an incentive to diversify the

uses of such assets.19 The economic value yardstick implies judgement about the future

earning power of intangible and human capital assets. In turn such strategic resources

generate economic quasi-rents that sustain superior performance and restrict entry.20

Conversely if there are changes in the level of technology the replacement cost of assets

may change, resulting in a loss of capital for the firm. This may depend on whether the

firm or its competitors have made ex ante investments in proprietary research and

development activities. Where incumbent firms lose capital, there are stronger entry

incentives for new firms to enter the market. Another way in which firms lose capital is

if existing assets are under-utilised, either through temporary changes in demand or

through longer run over-capacity problems. In such cases, losses are incurred as a result

of spreading fewer units of output over a higher cost base. In conditions of changing

technology, capital losses arising from obsolescence may be also expressed as

asymmetries between realisable values and the book value of assets on the assumption
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of continuing use.21 Further, declining realisable values of specific assets may create

exit barriers where their use can be continued at low marginal but high average cost, for

example in conditions of excess capacity.

Finally, and most importantly, strategic entry and exit decisions are heavily

dependent on governance and accountability processes. A fundamental objective of

accounting is accountability for the capital advanced. Hence the concept of capital

maintenance is at the centre of most systems of accounting measurement and

regulation.22 In conditions of industry expansion provision of accurate depreciation

charges is problematic. At the same time technical change means there will be

divergences between the values of assets in use and the values of new assets required by

incumbent firms and new entrants. Demand for new finance is high and there will be

pressures to alter governance, accountability and reporting structures in favour of

outside financial stakeholders. The conditional availability or non-availability of

finance may under certain conditions act as an entry barrier. Similarly in conditions of

industry decline, exit decisions will be mediated by governance and accountability

arrangements. Whether or not firms exit will depend in part on whether the realisable

value of assets allows financial stakeholders to liquidate their position without loss of

capital. If such values are low compared to the value profit streams from continued use,

then active monitoring by financial stakeholders may prevent exit.23 The governance

and financial performance relationship is a further important aspect of these

relationships. For example, firms in mature but profitable industries generating free

cash flows will systematically over-diversify.24 In contrast, possession of knowledge-

based resources and financial resources from external sources are associated with

more related diversification.25
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The model suggests some parameters influencing the level of diversification

carried out within the firm. On the horizontal axis, the rate of entry and exit through

time are a function of financial performance (links 3a, 3b and 3c) and hence asset

value and stakeholders monitoring of financial performance, or the accumulation and

maintenance of capital. On the vertical access the transparency of these processes

influences the extent of monitoring by financial stakeholders and their attitude to

strategic entry and exit decisions (links 1a, b and c).

Here the scale and scope paradigm is synthesised with notion of

accountability. In figure 2, scale and scope economies are manifested in the horizontal

relationship between entry barriers, strategy (decisions to diversify or refocus) and

exit barriers (links 2a and 2c) and mediated by the effectiveness of the system of

governance and accountability (links 1a, 1b and 1c).

The model hints at some interesting dynamics within industries. In the

remainder of the lecture, we can go on to examine how knowledge assets, scale and

scope economies and accountability influence the evolution of business and the nature

of business networks.

Determinants of the scope of firm activities

From the model in figure 2 and the discussion so far, it seems potentially productive

to analyse the organisation's scope in terms of the nature of economies of scale and

scope, that is internal versus external and the institutional context and structures of

accountability, that is transparency versus opacity. A dominant paradigm in this area

is the oft-cited work of Alfred Chandler. But Chandler only really considers internal

economies of scale. He has less to say about internal economies of scope, especially

managerial knowledge based economies, or 'tacit' or 'idiosyncratic' knowledge.
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External economies are largely ignored. Governance is analysed in terms of

ownership differences, mainly families in Britain, banks in Germany and institutions

in the US. Meanwhile financial theory has begun to depart from the traditional

propositions of the value irrelevance of capital structure and dividend decisions and is

beginning to examine the relationships between active or passive investor monitoring

arrangements and the value of the firm.26

Let us begin by considering the nature of scale and scope economies,

contrasting internal and external economies (figure 3).

Figure 3: Internal and External Economies

The extremes of the continuum allow us to contrast location of knowledge, within the

firm or in the market place. Expertise is hired on the one hand or contracted out on the

other. This is a 'markets and hierarchies' view of the firm, or the 'make' or 'buy'

decision. It can be seen that one extreme will promote management accounting and

the other will promote financial accounting. In the robber baron era in the US,

budgeting and costing techniques developed quickly, whilst financial accounting as

Scale and Scope Economies Continuum

Internal External
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we have seen, was unreliable and underdeveloped. In Britain, in the same period the

situation was approximately the reverse. Another contrast is provided in terms of the

likely consequences for labour management. On the one hand, internal economies

promote internal labour markets and possibly unionised wage bargaining whilst

external economies promote external sub-contracting on the other. The road haulage

industry of the inter-war period offers a good example of the relationship between

industrial organisation through external collective institutions and the use labour sub-

contracting.27

To exploit internal economies, a firm must achieve high market share and

hence high output in order to transform high fixed costs into low unit costs and

promote the large firm. This improves productive efficiency, but damages allocative

efficiency.28 On the other hand, where economies are external an industry spreads the

fixed costs already invested in the economy as a whole over a larger output. External

economies derive from cheaper inputs that can be purchased on the market.29 In this

case, small and medium-sized enterprises (SME’s) are more important when scale and

scope economies are external (for example, where internal economies are limited by

the size of the market). Whilst increased competition improves allocative efficiency,

productive efficiency may be damaged unless collective external economies can be

internalised through networks.30 I'll move onto consider the question of networks in a

few moments. Meanwhile this gives us some perspective on the production efficiency

versus flexible specialisation debate.

Returning to the accountability issue, a second continuum allows us to contrast

the extremes of transparent and opaque accountability (figure 4).
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Figure 4: Transparent and Opaque Accountability

Transparency to outside monitors say shareholders for example can be achieved in

two ways. They turn up and vote at the AGM or otherwise actively interfere in the

management of the company, referred to as the voice mechanism, or by selling their

shares, referred to as the exit mechanism. In practice these can be complements or

substitutes. Where there is a long run relationship between the corporation and the

providers of finance, for example in Japan and Germany, the exit threat lacks

credibility, so voice and exit are substitute mechanisms. In the UK and the US, there

are relatively efficient stock markets. The corollary is that shareholders are diversified

and have weak voting power in individual corporations, and can therefore only use the

exit sanction. In intermediate situations, for example where an institutional investor

can sell a proportion of the holding but still wield a large block vote at the AGM,

voice and exit are complements. From the accountability perspective, this sounds

better, although as Will Hutton has pointed out, both can simultaneously fail to

operate. In such circumstances regulation is necessary, either to force the governance

mechanism to operate, or to protect small investors. It should be noted that the capital

market could not work without accounting and other information, which are always

costly to provide. In fact, information asymmetry is the necessary condition. It is

obvious enough that if no investor has any information whatsoever, there can be no

Accountability Continuum

High Low

Transparency Opacity
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basis for trade. It is also the case that if all investors share the exactly the same

information, there can be no basis for trade.31 As the so-called 'more fool theory'

suggests that you can only sell your shares if you can find someone else stupid

enough to buy them.

Let's summarise these arguments by making two points. First, whether through

regulation or market organisation, information, monitoring and transaction costs vary.

Second, and following from this market efficiency is actually an empirical and

historical question.

Figure 5: An Analytical Matrix

The next step is to combine the continua to produce the matrix in figure 5.

Historical examples can be used to illustrate the locations of firms and industries in

different quadrants in different time periods. The example of Oldham stock market

capitalism has already been mentioned and illustrates what was going on in quadrant

4. Similarly the US style corporate capitalism of the robber barons illustrates what

was going on in quadrant 1. Time only allows brief illustration of episodes that fit the

ACCOUNTABILITY

High Low

Internal Quadrant 3 Quadrant 2ECONOMIES OF
SCALE AND SCOPE

External Quadrant 4 Quadrant 1
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other cases. For quadrant 2 consider Britain in the period circa 1950 to 1980. During

this period Britain's managers engaged in diversification strategies and adopted multi-

divisional at a time when external monitoring, governance and accountability were

relatively weak. To exemplify quadrant 3, we might continue this story beyond 1980,

during which period regulatory changes and increasing stock market scrutiny resulted

in refocusing and divestment.32 Time only permits brief consideration here. For

further illustration, references to detailed explanations of these examples are provided

in the accompanying paper. In answer to the question posed in the introduction, these

historical examples suggest that the rise of the large diversified corporations was

promoted by internal economies of scale and scope and poor accountability and that

more recent tendencies towards divestment suggest these processes have altered or are

being reversed.

Putting things in historical boxes is not that interesting and is perhaps best left

to archivists. What is potentially more interesting are the underlying forces shaping

movement through time and affecting whole economies, industries or individual firms

within industries.
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Figure 6: Forces of Transition

Figure 6 sets out the forces of transition. On the vertical axis, availability of

internal scale economies promotes investment in and empowerment of managerial

hierarchies whilst availability of external economies promotes internalisation of

public good assets through alliances and networks. Technological innovation

Accountability

High Low

Internal

External

Proprietorial
Cliques

External
stakeholders

Alliance
and
network

The Firm

Professional
Managers
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determines the availability of scale economies, but are accommodated into the model

via assumptions about the acquisition and use of knowledge. Where professional

managers possess tacit knowledge through organisational learning, they can pursue

diversification by exploiting internal managerial economies of scope.33 Conversely

where knowledge is routed in agglomeration-based external economies with public

good properties, network liaison is promoted. In other words, entrepreneurship has the

appearance of managerialism in the former case and networking in the latter. On the

horizontal axis, control by proprietorial cliques attenuates accountability whilst the

involvement of external stakeholders promotes it. Proprietorial cliques may include

families, whilst external stakeholders may include institutional investors, banks,

regulators etc. The arrows indicate the direction of transition through technical

discovery, entrepreneurial action and transaction cost changes. Diagonal movement

occurs when the basis of internal or external economies of scale alters but

accountability remains constant or vice versa. Horizontal or vertical movement occurs

when the scale and scope economies and accountability structures alter simultaneously.

The process of industrialisation illustrates the dynamics of the model.

Economic theory tells us that external economies of scale reflect prior investment in

internal scale economies.34 For example investment in the railways provided profit

opportunities for entrepreneurs in the 1840s in the form of cost reduction relative to

competing means of transport. Once such investment had been made railways as

infrastructure provided entrepreneurs in other industries with external economies of

scale opportunities. If we investigate the nature of any external economies, it is

usually necessary to go one step back in time to trace their origins. The very first

factories were able to exploit the opportunities created by previous agricultural

development, in the form of convertible buildings close to power supplies, surplus
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labour generated by agricultural mechanisation, and surplus capital. The latter leads

us to consider the interplay with the accountability spectrum. Using surplus capital is

all very well, but if it belongs to someone else, it is likely that structures of

accountability will be imposed. There are some famous exceptions to this rule. In

1720 capital was raised from credulous investors on the promise and nothing more of

untold riches from the spice trade of the South Sea. The South Sea Bubble fraud had

many victims, famously including the king, and famously excluding the Prime

Minister to be, Sir Robert Walpole, whose Bubble Act effectively outlawed the

limited liability company for the next 130 years or so.35  Railway flotations in the

nineteenth century, satirised by Trollope in The Way We Live Now,36 and more

recently dot-com companies illustrate the importance and potential ineffectiveness of

accountability structures and supporting regulatory institutions from the perspective

of the naive investor. All of this suggests that entrepreneurs instinctively prefer to

escape the scrutiny of outside investors. As they build a business, the opportunities to

do so increase. Profitable investment in factories, product development etc allows the

accumulation of capital and reduced dependence on external sources of finance.

Meanwhile the investments of this generation of entrepreneurs in physical and

knowledge assets, in research and development, distribution networks, training and

managerial hierarchy, create the external economies of scale for the next generation.

Network structures

In practice difficult to classify business activity eg into hierarchies or markets.

Networks have been suggested as an alternative unit of analysis to markets and

hierarchies37 and in certain contexts as a basis for creating and sustaining competitive

advantage.38 Hence the popularity of networks, which seem to occur everywhere.
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Hierarchy substitution for pure market functions (nexus of contracts) is a necessary

condition for the existence of firms, and also that substitution will always be partial.

In other words, networks reflect the degree of market or hierarchy substitution39 and

are therefore adopted according to transaction cost considerations. It is also assumed

that organisations are open systems40 so that they resemble networks and are

interdependent with elements of the environment they transact with.41

Figure 7: Internal and External Resources

Let's analyse the issue, by adapting the continua illustrated earlier (figure 7).

This time continuum 1 shows the extent to which the resources of the firm are

internalised, or purchased from the market - the 'make or buy' decision that lies at the

centre of market/hierarchy analysis. This is a corrollary of the underlying nature of

scale economies, internal or external. An additional and useful perspective on these

contrasts is offered by the resource-based view of the firm. According to this view,

managerial and entrepreneurial resources drive growth and diversification.42 Such

resources might include specialised production facilities, trade secrets and engineering

experience.43 They might also include firm-specific idiosyncratic knowledge assets.44

Firm Resource Base Continuum

Narrow Extensive
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Such firm-specific factors are traditionally considered as the major drivers of strategic

change according to the resource-based view.45 At the same time specialisation may

in certain periods of history and stages of economic development promote flexibility,

replacing standardisation and scale economies.46 Meanwhile, clustering of firms in

industrial districts, trade associations and other networked organisations may be

promoted through sharing trade secrets and drawing on local pools of experience and

skilled labour. These resemble knowledge pools or agglomeration based external

economies of scale originally described by Alfred Marshall.47 Synthesising these

relationships, organisational diversity and network characteristics are likely to be

closely influenced by how the firm accesses resources.

Transparency and opacity are a function of the degree of dependency on

external stakeholders for resources, especially financial resources, which create

reciprocal agency, monitoring and transaction costs. Opaque networks are

unaccountable to external stakeholders and more likely to be self sufficient in

resource terms. Transparent networks on the other hand demonstrate accountability

and are more likely to be resource dependent.  At the same time, large and diverse

organisations by definition have control over a wider resource base and have the

option of internalising them using a hierarchic structure. Similarly, small-scale and

specialised firms draw on a narrow resource base and will draw on market inputs for

non-specialised functions.

The transparency and opacity attributes are derived from the governance and

accountability perspectives discussed earlier. This time it is useful to re-analyse these

concepts from the perspective of resource dependency theory (figure 8).
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Figure 8: Resource dependency and accountability

There is room for consistency, since research from a resource-dependence perspective

has also emphasised that outside institutional investors play a crucial role in providing

the firm with the resources needed to survive and function efficiently.48 In particular,

the links that directors have with the firm’s environment can be used to obtain

financial resources needed for example to secure effective restructuring.49 This may

also influence the restructuring expertise directly related to board diversity measured

in terms of board size, the number of outside directors, and the number of outside

directorships (‘interlocks’) each individual board member holds in other

organisations, within the industry and outside. It is fair to assume that managerial

unwillingness and/or lack of capacity to undertake change may impede strategic

Resource Dependency and Transparency Continuum

Resource dependency

High Low

Transparent Opaque

Accountability
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expansion, restructuring and long-term survival in proto-industrial and declining

industries such as textiles. These attitudes may be a function of governance and

resource based constraints, especially financial constraints.

Figure 9: Dynamic Determinants of Network Characteristics

Figure 9 illustrates the interplay of the resource base and resource dependency

continua. Looking at the vertical axis, if there is a pure market and a network

develops, it will tend to substitute market processes. Examples might include inter-

firm arrangements to control supply and price, particularly where firms with narrow

resource bases lack the market power to do so singly. Similarly if there is hierarchy,

network development substitutes for the original internal relationships.50 Examples

might include outsourcing to associated companies, enforcement of supply via

dedicated contracts, and horizontal amalgamation of semi-independent firms within a
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federal combine structure. If an institutional and social constructivist view is taken of

accountability structures on the horizontal axis,51 self-sufficient and resource

dependent networks correspond to these. Transparent governance and accountability

is more likely to be socially constructed whereas self-sufficiency is more likely to be

naturally occurring. In other words economic action is 'embedded'52 by ex ante

resource distribution and accountability structures. This suggests the following

network typology corresponding to the matrix quadrants in figure 9:

1. Market substituting, low external resource dependency (self-sufficient) networks.

2. Market substituting, high external resource dependency (resource dependent)

networks.

3. Hierarchy substituting, low external resource dependency (self-sufficient)

networks.

4. Hierarchy substituting, high external resource dependency (resource dependent)

networks.

Networks are hence common and easy to identify in most business situations.

All you have to do is find connections between one person conducting business

activity and another. It is true by definition that business activity involves

connections. Robinson Crusoe could only contemplate business activities of a sort

after the arrival of Friday, and even today there are few hermits quoted on the stock

market.

More interesting than mere identification of networks, therefore are the cause

and effect relationships governing their time dependent dynamics. There are four

forces governing these changes, illustrated in figure 10.
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Figure 10: Forces determining network structure
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same time, if firms are self sufficient in resources or if a network can be used to share

resources on such a basis, the network will have no recourse to outside resource

providers and monitors. On the transparency side of the continuum, the use of a

network to secure access to outside resources requires the involvement of outside

resource providers and structures of governance and accountability to mediate

network relationships. From this analysis, it can be seen that trust tends to be low on

the left-hand side of figures 9 and 10 and high on the right. This is broadly consistent

with the view that where trust is based on personal contacts in a context of repeat

transactions.53 Game theoretic analysis also suggests that co-operation is a more likely

result when transactions are repeated through time.54

Perhaps an even more important determinant of network characteristics is the

rate of industry growth. This in itself is a function of the rate of technological change,

which establishes the available internal and external economies of scale within the

industry, district or economy. Self-sufficient networks are almost by definition

unconcerned with growth and may be appropriate to low-growth industries or to

support rationalisation, patent based monopoly production, etc. Conversely in high

growth industries, firms and networks require funds for production facilities,

advertising, research and development that can only be obtained externally. In general

past growth influences the current resource base whilst future growth impacts on the

degree of resource dependence.

Finally self sufficiency and resource dependence may reflect the politics of

regulation and ideology.55 Competition policy, company law and rules governing

financial institutions are the obvious examples.56 The absence or presence of such

rules influences the viability of secretive cartels and the level of protection offered to
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external stakeholders.  Meanwhile prevailing ideology may influence the extent to

which managers acquiesce to or promote accountability to external stakeholders.57

Figure 11: Dynamic Determinants of Network Characteristics in the

Lancashire Textile Industry, 1860-1980
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earlier narrative. For the majority of the period 1860-1960, most firms were part of an

industrial district whose principal characteristics were their specialised resource base,

internalisation of external economies of scale using a network structure of directors

that promoted self-sufficiency, secrecy and independence from external stakeholder

groups. Quadrant 1, market substituting, low external resource dependency networks

summarises the position of most firms. Some firms for limited periods did not

conform to this Lancashire model of network capitalism. In Oldham, in the period

1860-1890, a co-operative ideology and resource sharing by small investors promoted

transparent accountability. This was a temporary phenomenon, since the principle

method of raising finance, new stock exchange share issues, facilitated manipulation

by insider groups and the usurpation of control by cliques of directors.58 Oldham had

moved from quadrant 2 to quadrant 1 by the mid-1890s. After 1920, when the

industry was faced with declining world markets and excess capacity, the Lancashire

Cotton Corporation (LCC) was formed to try to rescue the industry. From its

inception in 1929 was intended to be a centralised, professional hierarchy. This was

never a substitute for the relatively efficient markets of Manchester and Liverpool and

until 1960, the LCC operated as a more decentralised organisation, allowing

autonomy to the managers of individual mills and basing its acquisition strategy on

local knowledge and contacts.59 Other larger firms such as the Fine Cotton Spinners

and Doublers Association had adopted this model since the beginning of the twentieth

century.60 They represented a tightly related network of firms that was held together

by cross-ownership of shares and directors’ interlocks. For the period 1900-1960,

most of these firms operated in quadrant 3. Surviving firms, such as Shiloh plc, in the

later period were able to diversify away from cotton as the industry declined and

sustain a wider resource base.61 To do this they had to secure outside finance and
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secure new structures of accountability and governance. Quadrant 4 describes the

networking characteristics of this strategy.

For the majority of firms characterised by the Lancashire model of network

capitalism, industry growth encouraged such the concentration of directors' power. In

turn this undermined accountability and acted as a barrier to restructuring during

decline. Whilst emphasising the role of accountability, the ownership and

management structure of the industry interacted with organisational diversity. Hence

in the nineteenth century, the rise of specialisation also promoted informal interlocked

groups of firms. In the twentieth century interlocks reinforced specialisation and acted

as a constraint on restructuring. Only in the minority of cases where board diversity

was associated with organisational diversity were recovery strategies achieved. From

the 1890s onwards the Lancashire textile industrial district developed a highly

unusual system of governance. It was based on diversified directors and non-

diversified shareholders. In the conventional model of Anglo Saxon economies it is

the other way round.62

As this brief case study suggests, the model is of some value for analysing and

to a certain extent reinterpreting the evolution of an important industry. It illustrates

the dynamic relationship between resource sharing and resource dependence and the

formation of network characteristics. In the case presented here growth of external

economies of scale promoted resource sharing, network self- sufficiency and

increasingly opaque accountability. When growth became decline, self-sufficiency

and opacity operated jointly to prevent orderly retreat from a declining industry.
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Conclusions

To conclude let us return briefly to the original question, the appearance of diversified

corporations against a backdrop of apparently transparent capital markets.

Accountability, like the ability of entrepreneurs or professional managers to access

resources, are matters of historical contingency. It is no surprise therefore to find that

organisational scale and scope vary through time. I hope that I have succeeded in

explaining some of the processes leading to such variation.

Applying theory to history is full of pitfalls. An obvious one that springs to

mind in view of the brevity of the examples provided here is that of historicism. That

is the selection of evidence to fit the model. In my defence, I would suggest that is not

my motive, since the models are intended to be as theoretically eclectic as possible.

These theories owe much to some of the best research traditions of this Business

School. Industrial Economics and Corporate Governance were two of the prominent

ones when I first arrived in 1994, with accounting operating on a smaller and more

specialised resource base. Industrial economics might be said to have formed one

major parameter of the models presented here today, and corporate governance the

other. In attempting this synthesis, I hope to have provided some interesting

perspectives on some other areas of the School's activities. These include a

knowledge-based view of the entrepreneur and an explanation of the determinants of

business network characteristics. Last, and perhaps least, the alternative balance sheet

view of the firm, the what and the who, might have convinced you that accounting has

something interesting to say after all. Especially when carefully disguised as history.

But it is not just a question of history. I'll leave you with one thought. What we have,

whether tangible wealth or knowledge, and to whom we are accountable for it, is

perhaps a useful way of evaluating our own lives.
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